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• incorporate lessons-learned through collaborations with bottom-up networks like
AmeriFlux, ICOS, LTER, TERN…

• NEON's centralized approach lends itself to explore novel systemic solutions

• starting to give back:

• eddy-covariance data products

• eddy-covariance R-packages

• eddy-covariance usability tools

• synergize ongoing research efforts across science communities: 2:40 pm
breakout "Processing best practices and methods including tools and workflows"
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the spirit

credit: http://www.christianpost.com/news/give-and-take-37054/
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eddy-covariance data products: contents and schedule

2016-12 2017-10 beyond

descriptive statistics
from first sites (“L1”)

fluxes
from first sites (“L4”)

you name it:
collaborative proposals

• selectable formats: basic (order 100 variables), expanded (order 1000s variables)

• including data quality and uncertainty budgets (poster: Pingintha-Durden et al.)
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eddy-covariance data products: sites and schedule

• +0 months: 2 sites

• +6 months: 25 sites

• +12 months: all 47 sites

• provisional data until first versioning (mid-2019)
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eddy-covariance data products: how to access

• neonscience.org/data-resources

• calibrated raw data (“L0p”): per request (web-browser)

• data products (“L1” … “L4”): per data portal (web-browser and API)

• file format: Hierarchical Data Format (HDF5, poster: Durden et al.)

• self-describing incl. all contextual information (“metadata”)

• discoverable with standard graphical and command line software



• eddy4R family of R-packages

• eddy4r.base, eddy4r.turb, eddy4r.qaqc…

• installable from public Github repository (devtools::install_github())

• focus: from raw data to 30-min

• release schedule follows eddy-covariance data products (2016-12, 2017-10)
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eddy-covariance R-packages: eddy4R



R workflow
“turbulence”

processing
parameters

L1 – L4
HDF5 files

loop around planar-fit/Wavelet period

collect around planar-fit/Wavelet period

ingest remote-sensing data

collect: turbulence data

transform SONIC planar-fit

field-validate IRGA

data-parallel: turbulence data read L0p

transform AMRS

calculate Wavelet

data-parallel: processing core correct frequency response

calculate L1-L4 DPs, Wavelet stats

collect: processing core

model footprint

perform, summarize QA/QC

quantify, summarize uncertainty

lag-correction

• modularly adjustable and extensible workflow templates, calling…
• …wrapper functions

• …definition functions
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eddy-covariance R-packages: own scientific workflow
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eddy-covariance R-packages: advances for sci. discovery

• designing end-to-end scientific analyses in single, accessible interpreter language

• NEON’s eddy4R: open-source modules for raw data processing

• MPI's REddyProc: open-source modules for 30 min aggregate processing

• eddy4R unique features

• computationally efficient: adaptive single-pass workflow, fully parallelized

• calculation of storage flux from tower profiles (poster: Luo et al.)

• alignment and motion compensation for wind measurements

• processing data from towers and moving platforms (aircraft, buoys etc.)

• time-frequency decomposed fluxes (e.g., Vaughan et al, 2016)

• multi-dimensional environmental response functions (e.g., Metzger et al., 2013)

• regionalization at high spatio-temporal resolution (e.g., Xu et al., 2017)



• Docker = shipping container system for code (poster: Holling et al.)

• “containers wrap a piece of software in a complete filesystem that contains
everything needed to run: code, runtime, system tools, system libraries”

• efficient: shares host operating system (OS) instead of guest OS emulation

• reproducible: same results, regardless of the host operating system

• lightweight, distributed via a web-based portal (hub.docker.com)

• deployable at scale, from laptop to massively parallel applications
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eddy-covariance usability tools: eddy4R-Docker image

Computer



Science
CI

Science
Community

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

eddy-covariance usability tools: DevOps cycle
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• problem tracking and resolution along the entire chain (poster: Sturtevant et al.)
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eddy-covariance usability tools: operations management



• 2017: first NEON eddy-covariance data, R-packages and usability tools become
available

• NEON's eddy4R + MPI's REddyProc R-packages: end-to-end scientific workflows
in single R-environment

• eddy4R-Docker: turn-key, reproducible, extensible and portable data processing +
analysis environment

• Fulcrum: efficient field operations management along the entire data chain

• direct participation in open development: accelerating and leveraging research
across communities
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conclusions



• 2:40 pm breakout "Processing best practices and methods including tools and
workflows“

• synergize ongoing research efforts across science communities

• 4:30 pm NEON posters: Durden et al., Holling et al., Luo et al., Pingintha-Durden
et al., Sturtevant et al.

• 2 PostDoc openings

• storage flux

• flux uncertainty budget

• coordinated efforts on higher-level processing, value-added data products

• NEON ↔ AmeriFlux / FLUXNET
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outlook


